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Bowling is one of the most popular sports in the world! One
of the reasons for it’s popularity is that children and adults of
nearly every ability level can participate. It can be enjoyed as
a relaxing fun exercise and social activity or as a competitive
sport. Other major benefits of bowling is that its easy to find a
place to play. Equipment is at the bowling alley and instructions, as well as practice, leagues and competitive play are all
there too.
Children too young to execute a full approach can stand near the
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foul line and using two hands, shove the ball down the lane. Most
bowling alleys have rails or bumpers up on the sides of the alleys
for children on some of their lanes. This helps give kids the chance
to knock down the pins! Also the bowling alleys have special bowling shoes to fit children and special balls that are not to heavy!
Many bowling alleys have classes kids can take to learn how to
play the game.
Bowling is a lifetime fitness sport which contributes to balance,
coordination and motor skills. Bowling is able to fill the needs of so
many people because it is, above all, a simple game. The rules are
not complex and the basics of how to roll the ball are quickly
learned. The modern game of bowling is played on an indoor
wooden or urethane lane. Ten pins are arranged in a triangular
formation 30 centimeters apart. The game is played by rolling a
ball down the lane in an effort to knock down all the pins stationed
at the end of the lane. Each individual is allowed two attempts per
frame to knock down the pins. One game consists of 10 frames.
The person who has the highest score (meaning the one who has
knocked down the most pins) is the winner.
Bowling is an excellent recreational activity for all ages so the
entire family can play and enjoy themselves. Check it out today!
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